
THESE SUITS take up valuable public courtroom time — time that we, the public, pay for with our taxes. That’s 
time that could be better used by serious cases dealing with important issues — issues that affect life, property and 
the pursuit of justice. Cases that rectify the wrongs people have suffered; cases that cause a careless manufacturer to 
recall dangerous products. Or cases that prompt manufacturers to redesign products to make them safer. 
With the above preamble, let me share with you some of the “wacky” cases that have come before your courts in the 
recent years: 
 
MAN SUCKER-PUNCHES HORSE 
The New York Times reported the opening words of the prosecutor: “On the date of June 30, 1998, in New York 
County, the defendant, the man you see sitting here in front of you, punched a horse in the nose…and he then 

repeatedly punched it across its hind quarters.” These suits take up valuable public courtroom 
time. Time which we, the public, pay for through our taxes.  
 
Snewser, the 19-year-old gelding, naturally could not testify or comment. (Indeed, a nagging problem.) But alas, the 
jury heard the conflicting testimony of human witnesses, including the defense that the defendant was merely acting 
in self-defense as Snewser moved towards him, trapping the defendant between the horse and a crowd of 
demonstrators. 
The prosecution must prove that the horse was performing his duties while under the policeman’s supervision.  
This raises a question: What if the gelding was just “horsing” around, or was on a “hay” break with his playmates — 
would the horse be deemed to have been performing its duties? Heady questions. The defendant, if convicted, could 
be sentenced to a year in county jail (he is also charged with disturbance of the peace, and obstructing governmental 
administration). We await the wisdom of the jury for a verdict. 
 
ARSONISTS SUE FOR BENEFITS 
Two Michigan men decided to set fire to merchandise that they were unable to sell in order to collect money for the 
“damaged goods.” But something went amiss and the fire, out of control, burned the store adjacent to the fire. So the 
men sued the insurance company not only for the damaged goods but also for the adjacent building. They stated that 
the fire was accidental and the adjacent premises should therefore be covered under their fire policy.  
Naturally, the insurance company refused their request — and the lawsuit was filed. The trial court, as one would 
expect, threw the case out. But alas, the appellate court reversed! Sanity, being restored, the Supreme Court 
unanimously reversed the appellate court, saying there was no way “this fire can be characterized as an accident!” 
 
FIRECRACKER MISTAKEN FOR CANDLE 
A cleaning woman took, allegedly without permission, a “decorative candle” from a cupboard in a condo she was 
cleaning. She went to dinner with some friends and in a festive mood lit the “candle.” Unfortunately, the candle 
exploded — as it was, in fact, a firecracker — injuring the woman. She sued the condo owners for $25,000 on the 
theory that there should have been a warning label on it. The owners countered that it looked like a firecracker and 
was kept in a cupboard out of reach of the children. 
I suppose it should be foreseeable that a cleaning lady will “steal” property of the owner — placed in a cupboard, in 
an inconspicuous place, and misuse the product in a reckless and stupid manner. I suppose the owner should be 
liable, given the lower expectations we have of common decency and declining expectations of privacy, not to 
mention native intelligence. 
 
BEER COMMERCIAL’S PROMISE 
A man, perhaps a couch potato, took the Anheuser-Busch commercial literally. He sued for $10,000 for emotional 
distress and physical illness based on alleged false advertising. He said the commercials implicitly promised 
“success” with women if he drank their product. He did drink their product, and he was not successful with women. 
Not only was he unsuccessful, he got physically sick.  
Perhaps a Corona would have served him better — the one with the sour lime stuck in the neck of the bottle! 
 
REAR-END ACCIDENT 
A 27-year-old married man was rear-ended by a truck. Due to the trauma, he claimed his sexual orientation changed, 
and he was thereafter unable to have normal sex with his wife. He moved out and lived with his parents and began to 
read gay literature and visit gay bars. A Michigan jury awarded him $200,000 and his wife $25,000!  
What if he was struck from the front? What would that have been worth? 



 
MAN SLAMMED BY SIZE 60-HH BREASTS 
During a bachelor party, a Florida man claims he got whiplash from being struck in the head with a pair of female 
breasts. He says the size 60-HH breasts were like two cement blocks and that he suffered pain for almost two years 
and sued the topless bar for over $15,000. He lost.  
Apparently he assumed the risk of cosmetic surgery gone awry! 
 
TACO BELL SUED OVER BURRITO 
A Hindu man ordered a bean burrito at a California Taco Bell. As fate would have it, he was given a beef burrito. He 
bit into it, immediately discovering the mistake. He was traumatized by this event and claims that it caused him 
emotional distress, loss of wages, medical expenses and the need to travel. 
Yes, he went to England and India to atone for the insult to his religion, performing religious purification rites in the 
Ganges River and other ceremonies, such as “Eating the Cow.” He also received psychiatric treatment. He sued 
Taco Bell for the expenses for the above, including travel.  
Taco Bell graciously offered to exchange a bean burrito for the beef burrito — but as fate will have it, the latter is 
nowhere to be found. 
 


